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MEMORANDUM
March 4, 2020

To:               CMUA Regulatory Committee
 
From:           Laura Fernandez, Attorney for CMUA
                     Frank Harris, Manager of Energy Regulatory Policy
 
Subject:       California Energy Commission Workshop 2020 Load Management

Rulemaking: Draft Tariff Standard Amendments
 
 
On Monday, March 2, 2020, the California Energy Commission (Energy Commission)
hosted a workshop to receive public input on draft amendments to the Load
Management Tariff Standard. A detailed description of the workshop is attached to
this email.
 
The Energy Commission proposes to amend the Tariff Standard to add a requirement
that the three large IOUs, SMUD and LADWP offer time-dependent retail electricity
tariffs based on marginal costs.  The language of the proposed draft regulation would
assert ratemaking authority over the applicable POUs, although it is worth noting that
Energy Commission staff clarified during the workshop that this was not their intent.
CMUA plans to address this issue in written comments, which are due March 16,
2020.
 
All materials on this docket can be found here.
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Summary of California Energy Commission Staff Workshop

2020 Load Management Rulemaking: Draft Tariff Standard Amendments



On Monday, March 2, 2020, the California Energy Commission (“CEC”) hosted a workshop to  receive public input on draft amendments to the Load Management Tariff Standard (California Code of Regulations Title 20 § 1623). This workshop was a follow up to the January 14, 2020 Scoping Workshop. 



I. Background 



The CEC proposes to amend the Load Management Tariff Standard (CCR Title 20 §1623) to add a requirement that the three large investor-owned electric utilities (“IOUs”), Sacramento Municipal Utility District (“SMUD”), and Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (“LADWP”) offer time-dependent retail electricity tariffs based on marginal costs. According to the CEC, such tariffs would enable automation of end-uses that can shift electricity consumption away from system load peaks and ramps, toward times of excess renewable power.



II. Workshop Discussion 



This “working workshop” was more of a roundtable discussion and did not have a formal presentation like most other CEC workshops. CEC staff invited interested stakeholders to sit at the table to discuss the proposed amendments to the Load Management Tariff Standard section by section. CEC staff noted that the original standard is based on marginal costs, and that the proposal is to update it to require development of hourly and sub-hourly rates. These hourly and sub hourly rates would be voluntary for customers, and the purpose of developing them is to enable customers, but more importantly their devices, to be able to read rates and respond to them automatically. These rates would be submitted to both the rate approving body, as well as the CEC (originally rates only had to be submitted to the rate approving body). These rates also must be made publicly available. 



A. Questions and Comments for Section (a)



Tony Braun, on behalf of the California Municipal Utilities Association (“CMUA”) questioned whether these rates would be submitted to the CEC for formal approval. Initially, CEC staff responded that “that is the way it is written right now,” but later clarified that the rates would just be submitted to the CEC, as a notification, but not formally approved by the CEC. 



Another participant in the discussion asked whether it might be better to change the wording from “toward times of surplus renewable power” to “towards time of carbon free energy” if the desire was to achieve a carbon effect. Another person commented that while the proposed language mentions shifting demand, enabling flexibility to support the grid is another goal that should be in the standard.   

 

A representative from PG&E asked about the language which states: “Fixed charges, rebates, and taxes associated with electric service are not subject to this standard.” PG&E asked if that meant these would not be rates used for revenue requirement, to which the CEC clarified that they just intended to communicate that fixed charges, rebates, and taxes need not be hourly or sub hourly; PG&E suggested additional language to clarify this point. 



B. Questions and Comments for Section (b): Marginal Costs and Rates 



The CEC indicated that the definition of marginal costs is in the original Load Management Standard, and also is wording that came directly from the California Independent System Operator (“CAISO”). Tony Braun, on behalf of CMUA, noted that there are certain activities that electric service providers undertake in order to hedge risk, and asked how the CEC envisions these activities, since a lot of costs go into these risk management practices and tend to blend the more granular price signals which flows through retail rates. The CEC indicated that they are trying to leave the regulation sufficiently broad in order to allow a lot of flexibility on the side of electric service providers and utilities. The CEC also indicated that they expect these rates to be voluntary so that only customers who want these rates (presumably customers with devices that are able to respond) would sign up for them.



Another speaker (Madeline) questioned whether the intent is to have negative pricing carry forward to customers; the CEC responded that that is a ratemaking issue, and they do not intend to get into ratemaking other than setting very foundational goals. The CEC indicated they expected that this would be addressed by utilities. 

  

Barbara Barkovich with the California Large Energy Consumers Association (“CLECA”) shared that she is concerned that with CAISO, not all marginal costs are volumetric. She noted that there are capacity related marginal costs, so if the CEC uses the CAISO definition (which will change with the transmission access charge (“TAC”)), which only has volumetric cost, that doesn’t mean it’s the only one that exists.  



Another stakeholder (Lawrence) routinely communicated that the CEC should think through how customers can also be service providers, and consider this in crafting their definitions. 

  

1. Questions and Comments for Section (b)(1): Retail Electricity Rates 

 

The CEC noted that the goal isn’t to change customer behavior, but for devices to automate behavior customers want to see. The CEC indicated they want to see clear signals sent to devices. They indicated that while incentivizing customers to purchase devices that can respond would be great, right now they are simply trying to enable these devices. 



PG&E noted that they have so much in rates that are not marginal cost based (such as depreciation of prior investments), that if the CEC has a marginal cost rate, it over or under collects from the revenue requirement, so there needs to be some kind of adjustment. PG&E also noted that if these are voluntary rates, they will need to send very strong signals (based on their experience previously with voluntary rates). PG&E also noted that a significant marketing, education and outreach (“ME&O”) effort would be needed to ensure that customers were aware of the voluntary rates (why they exist and what the implication of subscribing to that rate would be.) 

   

A speaker from Wattime noted that customer motivation may be beyond just price, and that other attributes should be taken into account. For example, there are societal costs (or benefits) associated with running (or reducing) the load of a power plant in the Central Valley. 

  

2. Questions and Comments for Section (b)(2): Real-time Tariff  



 	The CEC asked if further clarification was needed, such as based on the local balancing authority area (“BAA”)? Tony Braun for CMUA responded that the different BAAs have different operational regimes and day ahead pricing regimes, but noted that even within CAISO, load serving entities (“LSEs”) take on different investments, so their exposure to real time prices differs from entity to entity. He suggested that the CEC should be careful in considering a definition for all, since one entity might be long in hours. He suggested that a BAA distinction might be helpful, but that there is probably a need to go farther than that. 



	One speaker suggested that the fastest speed at which devices can respond should be the speed at which price signals are sent. The CEC agreed but questioned how difficult that will be from a technical standpoint. The CEC questioned how to define locational granularity to send out prices to help manage load where it is needed. PG&E responded that they have 800 substations, and hypothesized that with a 5 minute rate that would result in millions if not hundreds of millions of rates, resulting in price signals that might conflict with one another (i.e. high loading vs. a need from the generation side to use energy). The CEC responded that resolving that value stack is something they are trying to accomplish; another stakeholder indicated that there are distributed ledger technologies that could solve some of the problems mentioned by PG&E. This same speaker asked what problem is to be solved: a carbon problem, grid stability? Constrained or understrained?  The CEC said both problems or potentially all of them. 



PG&E indicated that beyond the price signal, when tied to a rate, there are other considerations such as equity, and asked whether someone who lives on constrained circuit should have to pay more than someone who lives on a circuit that has lot of capacity left on it. Another stakeholder responded that if it is a two sided market, someone on a constrained circuit might have to pay more, but also might be able to provide services that are worth more. 

  

PG&E suggested that a statewide pricing pilot that takes place over a few years, such as the default time of use (“TOU”) pilot, would be very beneficial in this context. PG&E noted that in the TOU context, the pilot allowed for testing a lot of different designs of tariffs. This pilot was voluntary, so customers had to volunteer to be in the pilot. PG&E also brought up that there are multitude of entities serving load now, including Community Choice Aggregators (“CCAs”), irrigation districts, and publicly owned utilities (“POUs”). The CEC asked how a pilot is different than a voluntary rate; PG&E responded that it is more like a study to see how customers respond, and if they like being on the pilot rates, to learn about unintended consequences, and what works or doesn’t work for customers. PG&E also indicated that during a pilot, they don’t run the rates through exiting IT infrastructure or billing infrastructure, which is very costly and time consuming to do. PG&E indicated they prefer to do a pilot first, rather than build it all out and integrate into main systems, and then realize after the fact that the rate design doesn’t work.  



C. Questions and Comments for Section C: Public Information 

  

Tamara, the Regulatory Affairs Manager at Ecobee indicated that they conducted a large study over summer where they offered time varying rate optimization to customers in California. They identified a lack of customer understanding as a key barrier, noting that only a minority of customers could even identify the tariff they were on. She suggested that a more effective way to deliver TOU optimization is having the customer agree to automated load management, so the third party providers can work with the utility to match with the correct rate. She suggested that this is a better solution than ME&O no matter how much money is invested in customer education. 

  

D. Questions and Comments for Section D: Compliance  



This portion of the draft amendments currently states: 



Compliance. Review and approval of submitted tariffs and data shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions of § 1621(d). The electricity provider shall implement its tariffs within 30 days of approval by the CEC and the provider’s rate-approving body.



Tony Braun indicated that this was the source of his first question, and noted that anything the CEC could do to clarify ratesetting authority would be helpful. 



III. General Comments 



SCE indicated that real time pricing is being explored in proceedings at the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”), including expanding the use of distributed energy resources. SCE suggested that CPUC results could be utilized by the CEC. SCE urged the CEC to coordinate with the CPUC. Further, SCE recommends that all LSEs be treated equally, so that the term “retail electricity providers” applies to all LSEs, not just the IOUs and SMUD/LADWP, but also CCAs and other POUs. PG&E agreed with SCE that there should be additional coordination between the CEC and CPUC, since there are a number of dynamic rate structure efforts at the CPUC. PG&E also noted that the proposed amendments should clarify what is meant by “retail electricity providers” and questioned whether this will also apply to POUs/CCAs. PG&E also noted that the current 2022 and 2023 deadlines do not provide sufficient time, and suggested that a statewide pilot should be conducted instead. 



IV. Next Steps 


Written comments are due March 16, 2020, by 5pm.
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